Classroom Usage

- Diverge & Merge
- Pre-seeded variables
- Consistent variable placement
- Table diversity
🤔 Discovering for themselves — sort of 😐
Little time for ad-hoc variables 😐
🤔 Heavy logistical footprint 😐
Visual Language 😊 😊
Deep Learning 😄
CLP Instructional Design Pattern

System Modeling
Agnostic of any specific framework, just the “physics” of the work.

LeSS Specifics
More concrete potential implementation specifics to help ground abstract theory.

highest-level adaptiveness in the service of learning & delivering highest-level “value”
The Corporate Less Landscape: From Early Adoption to Current Trends

- PandaDoc
- SITA
- CREDIT SUISSE
- JOHN DEERE
- FINDEX
- Bank of America Merrill Lynch
- JPMorgan Chase & Co.
- LINE
- solarwinds
- DODO PIZZA
- Nokia Networks
- YSOFT
- UBS
- ITALTLE
- CISCO
- WÄRTSILA
- ING
- Merkur Versicherung
- Accent
- BASE
- ESKER
- Jago
- THALES
- Port of Rotterdam
- Poster
- BMW
- GROOVE X
- PayU
- RBS
- GINA
- Porte de Rotterdam
- AGFA HealthCare
- Politie
- nationale nederlanden
- tyime group
- bwin.party
- BRAINLAB
- crypto.com
The Corporate Landscape: From Early Adoption to Current Trends

Finance
- ING
- RBS
- JPMorgan Chase & Co.
- Bank of America
- Merrill Lynch
- Credit Suisse
- Société Générale
- FINDEX
- Jago
- PayU
- Crypto.com

Automotive
- BMW
- Daimler
- AGFA Healthcare
- BraiNLab
- DODOPizza
- Scanbuy
- Poster
- DHL

Telecom
- Nokia Networks
- Ericsson
- ITALTEL
- BASE
- SITA
- Alcatel-Lucent
- Cisco
- Bwin.party
- Essentis
- Accen
- People Service

Insurance
- United Healthcare
- Politie
- Port of Rotterdam
- Merkur Versicherung

Defence/Security
- Thales
- GINA

Enterprise
- Esker
- ySoft
- SolarWinds
- PandaDoc

Robotic/Al
- Groove X

Government
- United Healthcare
- Politie

Transportation
- Port of Rotterdam

Tech
- LINE
LEARNING ABOUT LESS

https://agilecarpentry.com/blog/learning-about-less/
In-Person Anywhere!

https://agilecarpentry.com/clp/global/

Take the survey

My LinkedIn is here too

CERTIFIED eSS PRACTITIONER
Stand-Alone Training
• Certified LeSS for Executives
• Certified LeSS Practitioner
• Informed Consent Workshop

Consulting Services
• Training and Launching Teams
• Coaching Through First Sprint
• Long-Term Coaching
  ○ Remote Advisor
  ○ Cadenced In-Person Trips

https://agilecarpentry.com/services/
Large-Scale Scrum Conference

EMBRACE AGILITY

Madrid | 26-27 September 2024

less2024.works
Extra

Pick any topic, start from nothing.

Example Topic: How do compensation structures, an engineering organization's ability to change direction at a global level, shareholder profit, personal incentives for individual employees, degree of company ownership by employees, and remote work relate to and influence each other?